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Language Taster Lesson Plan

Language: Italian




Learn some Italian colours and numbers 1-10	Students learn Italian numbers and colours, repeating them after the tutor and with the aid of PPT 	PPT: slides 2-3	Whole class	Listeningreadingspeaking	15'
Learn the rules for the “Pesca!”/“Go fish” game	Tutor explains the rules of the game and shows the vocabulary needed on the PPT, then plays within a group	Laminated card with the game rules	Whole class	Listeningreadingspeaking	5'









Object: to collect the most “books” /serie?, which consists of a set of three cards with the same number, but with different colours.

Set-up: each player is dealt 5 cards with the remaining cards (10) placed in the middle of the table to form a draw pile. Each player should arrange his or her cards so similar numbers are grouped together.

The play: the first player looks at his or her hand and decides what number is needed to make a book. He or she then asks any of the other players if they have any of the cards that he or she needs. For example: if you have two sixes in your hand, then you would ask one of the other players, “Hai un sei?”/“Do you have a six?”. If the player asked has a six, then he or she must hand over all the sixes in his or her hand. You may then ask for another card from the player or any other player you choose. If you ask a player for a card that he or she does not have, the player receiving the request must tell you to “go fish!”, “Pesca!”.
You must then take a card from the draw pile and your turn is over. Play passes to the left and the next player proceeds in the same manner by asking in Italian for the cards he or she needs.

When a player gets three of the same numbers, he or she must place them face up on the table. Game continues with each player attempting to get as many books as possible until there are no more cards in the draw pile. The player with most books is the winner!

If a player runs out of cards, he or she may take a card from the draw pile and continue playing.

